from Nakazawa (1988) from Tulich et al. (2007) . This will be a consistency check 
Observations of Convectively Coupled Waves (CCWs)
. .
. Takayabu et al. (1996) Straub and Kiladis (2003) .
Progression from congestus to deep convective to stratiform clouds
. Kiladis et al. (2008) .
Vertical tilts seen in velocity, moisture, temperature, etc. 
Equations of the multicloud model
Two linear shallow water systems, coupled through nonlinear source terms: Equations of the multicloud model
Mathematical form: system of conservations laws with source terms
Source terms are parameterizations of physical processes such as convective heating, radiative cooling, evaporation, downdrafts
Simple exact solution: radiative-convective equilibrium
CCWs in the Multicloud Model Modifications to the multicloud model 2. Use enhanced congestus closure of Khouider and Majda (2008) 3. Make congestus like a lower tropospheric version of deep convection Dynamic model for convective wave-mean interaction
CCWs in the Multicloud Model
(with similar equations for other variables)
Key features of the model:
• Eddy flux convergence of wave momentum, ∂ z w ′ u ′ , feeds the mean flowŪ
• Advection of the waves u 
Derivation of convective wave-mean equations
Start with multicloud model with nonlinear advection:
Apply space-time average to obtain mean equations:
t is a longer time scale
Caveat: Mean momentum source terms S u are dropped because convective momentum transport (CMT) is explicitly resolved by the eddy flux divergence, A u Asymptotic derivation of wave-mean equations
Overview
Multiscale ansatz:
Insert ansatz into equations of motion:
Collect terms at each order, average, and apply secular growth condition to get:
Asymptotic derivation of wave-mean equations Space and time averaging:
Asymptotic derivation of wave-mean equations
Details for u equation
Leading order terms at O(ǫ):
This is the equation for the fluctuations u 
Apply zonal average to get equation for means:
Suppressing secular growth of the higher order terms (see Majda refs):
• This must be maintained or else the asymptotic ordering of the ansatz would be destroyed
• For a time-dependent equation of the form ∂ū 2 /∂t = F (t), secular growth in time is avoided if and only if F = 0
Thus secular growth ofū 2 is avoided if
Dynamic model for convective wave-mean interaction
• Eddy flux convergence of wave momentum, ∂ z w ′ u ′ , feeds the mean flowŪ Multi-scale Model
Source terms are interactive using the multicloud model
Numerical methods
Equations take the form:
Two different time steps: ∆t ≪ ∆T , with ∆T = 10∆t used here Numerical method:
,Ū ), which involves time and space averages such as w ′ u ′ , over the long time interval ∆T = 10∆t, 
